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The newly appointed chief of surgery at an open-staff hospital received an application for vascular privileges from a senior
general surgeon who took a period of additional fellowship in vascular surgery at a nonacademic regional medical center.
The fellowship does not make him board eligible in vascular surgery, but he has maintained his general surgery board
certification and the pertinent bylaws do not specifically state which certification is required, only that the surgeon must
be board certified and have additional training in vascular surgery. He is a member of a large politically powerful group
practice that apparently wants to refer their substantial number of vascular cases internally. The chief of surgery finished
vascular surgery training locally 3 years ago. The applicant has a checkered past, with multiple lawsuits and in-house
investigations of cases with poor outcomes. The credentialing procedure is that the chief of service makes a recommen-
dation to the chief of staff who makes a recommendation to the board of directors for approval. The chief of staff, who
will make the final recommendation to the hospital board of directors, is a member of the applicant’s group practice. What
recommendation should the chief of vascular surgery make to the chief of staff?
A. Insist that the chief of staff recuse herself and allow him to make the recommendation.
B. Get an outside review of the applicant’s record and have a nonconflicted physician present the conclusions to the
hospital board.
C. Present the chief of surgery’s recommendations to the chief of staff and let her decide what to present to the board.
D. Politic with the chair of the hospital board of directors.
E. Resign as chief of surgery before you damage your career.It is not the critic who counts: not the man who points out
how the strong man stumbles . . . The credit belongs to the
man who is actually in the arena, whose face is marred by
dust and sweat and blood . . . who spends himself for a
worthy cause; who, at the best, knows, in the end, the triumph
of high achievement . . . if he fails, at least he fails while
daring greatly, so that his place shall never be with those cold
and timid souls who knew neither victory nor defeat.
Theodore Roosevelt
Politics, by definition, involves “interrelationships of a
particular area of life involving power, authority, or influ-
ence, and capable of manipulation.” All of which makes the
word an oft-employed pejorative. In all the recent medical
codes and medical charters declaring and defining profes-
sionalism, relations among competing practitioners re-
ceived scant attention. Paraphrasing an old saying, “In the
non-professional world it is dog eat dog; whereas, in the
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doi:10.1016/j.jvs.2009.08.052medical profession it is just the opposite.” The Christian
commandment to “turn the other [professional] cheek” is
unheard of in the competitive arena of medical practice. If
dueling were not outlawed, it likely would be a common
attraction on hospital campuses, as it once was in the past
when it was a final means for resolving disputes among
physicians. Dueling would reduce the number of conflicts
and lawsuits.
Justice, from the time of Plato, has been the simple
distillate, “to each what is deserved,” which has been poked
and prodded with selfish spins to mean mercy or vengeance
depending whoever is on the receiving side. Virtues fre-
quently are rebuked as self-serving outrages and outrages
are cloaked as martyrdoms. High-ranking politicians, exec-
utives, and athletes excusing their disgraceful behaviors is
recorded daily by themedia. Thank goodness medicine lags
behind, thus far, in this area of social development. Cor-
ruptors of medical professionalism are weak at deflecting
their violations because of the intense documentation.
Chiefs of all medical and surgical specialties are in a
potentially conflicted position. They are in the arena mak-
ing certain that the quality of medical services in their
institution meets acceptable standards; it is their demand-
ing fiduciary duty. Chiefs of service, also, have a justice-
based responsibility to treat applicants for privileges fairly
and objectively. These obligations are complementary and
not in conflict, because a fair and objective evaluation of all
applications for privileges is an important administrative
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hospital’s patients are routinely fulfilled.
Nowhere is the chief surgeon’s fiduciary obligation for
quality more manifest than the granting of surgical privi-
leges. This is because, once granted, surgical privileges are
almost sacrosanct. It is therefore very difficult, indeed, at
times nearly impossible, to withdraw privileges.Withdrawal
requires proof that the surgeon’s skills are such that ac-
cepted standards of patient care cannot reasonably be ex-
pected to be met, based on documented preventable pa-
tient morbidity or mortality, or both. The surgeon must be
proven to be responsible for suboptimal outcomes and
requires a report to the National Practitioner Data Bank,
resulting in a permanent blemish on the surgeon’s record.
Withdrawal of privileges requires a rather lengthy accumu-
lation of data in which factors of patient morbidity are
considered and adjusted mathematically and then com-
pared with other practitioners.
The chief surgeon’s justice-based obligations to appli-
cants must focus on the fairness of the procedure for
evaluating this surgeon’s application and in formulating a
recommendation to the chief of staff. Procedural justice
requires that the evaluation be free of bias that originates in
prejudice: prejudging a case before the facts have been
comprehensively assembled and then evaluated in a disci-
plined fashion. The chief surgeon’s knowledge of the ap-
plicant’s past problems makes an objective evaluation diffi-
cult. The review process for this applicant should be no
different from any other, because the review process should
already be rigorous and demanding in setting and adhering
to appropriate standards.
The chief of surgery must be attentive to and responsibly
manage the potential for self-interest to bias the evaluation
process. By granting another vascular surgeon privileges, the
gatekeeper chief surgeon is allowing in competition; in this
case, competition with a large referral base shifting from those
already credentialed.
Perception of institutional ownership is unlikely in this
case because our chief surgeon is newly arrived, but when a
surgeon has been instrumental in starting and building a
program, it is a natural feeling when others seemingly
become interlopers. Denying privileges is always politically
and ethically problematic. Rigorous adherence to the re-
view process can effectively manage the potential for such
bias to distort the review process but will not eliminate the
appearance of a conflict of interest. Surgical chiefs who
deny possible privileges to competition may find it hard to
prove personal interests were not a factor. The applicant’s
private data that could justify the denial will remain unavail-
able to buffer the other surgical staff’s suspicions. Such
appearances of conflicts of interest handled poorly can have
a toxic effect on organizational integrity.
The chief of staff in this case is in a role that both
parallels and departs from that of the chief of vascular
surgery. Like the latter, the chief of staff has the same
fiduciary obligation to the patients of the hospital and
justice-based obligation to applicants for privileges. Unlike
the chief of vascular surgery, the chief of staff has a differentconflict of interest: a conflict between her fiduciary obliga-
tion to the hospital’s patients and her self-interest; her
financial and personal stake in the economic success of the
group of which both she and the applicant are members.
This is a substantive and potent conflict of interest, not just
the appearance of a conflict of interest. In addition, the
chief of staff must prevent her economic self-interest from
biasing, or even appearing to bias, her justice-based obliga-
tion to ensure a fair review process. The combination of
these conflicts of interest is potentially even more toxic to
the organization’s integrity than those created by the chief
of vascular surgery’s role.
The potent substantive and apparent conflicts of inter-
est of both physician-leaders should be judged by both to
be unmanageable. The chief of staff should recuse herself,
because if she fails to confirm the chief of surgery’s recom-
mendation, her substantive conflict of interest will risk
others becoming profoundly skeptical that the review pro-
cess was fair. Option A is ethically required but does not
address the question, “what then?.” Option C likewise goes
only part way towards removing the conflict from the
credentialing procedure.
Politics are impossible to eliminate from human inter-
actions, but option D has no place whatsoever in medical
decisions. The chair of the board of directors is unlikely to
be a physician and is likely to be persuaded by the cloak-
room tactics, which remove any layer of objective decorum
from the process. Ostensibly, the hospital board makes the
decision; however, the board actually validates the recom-
mendation of the medical staff.
When such indecorous occasions arise, it is natural for
an administrator to wonder whether resignation is a desir-
able alternative. One should clearly understand when ac-
cepting a position of administrative responsibility that the
main duty of an administrator is to solve other people’s
problems, which is an unnatural adult social position. Prob-
lems will present that seem frivolous, unreasonable, avoid-
able, or just plain stupid. But to the stakeholders, they are
very real and serious. Once the administrative position is
accepted, resigning at the onset of a problem violates the
cardinal virtue of fortitude. Option E is lame.
Because of the multiple substantive conflicts of interest
and the appearance of conflicts of interest in this case and
the evidence that the privileges sought by this applicant are
inappropriate, both physician-leaders should step aside. An
outside surgeon expert in the field should be retained to
examine the evidence and render an opinion. It is appro-
priate for the chief surgeon to assemble materials for the
consultant but not to offer opinions about what should be
concluded. Likewise, a nonconflicted physician should
present and discuss the matter with the board.
The burdens, inconveniences, and trials of medical staff
leadership are largely unappreciated by colleagues. Physi-
cian leadership often is a thankless job but it is the front line
to protect organizational integrity, without which fiduciary
obligations in patient care are imperiled. As President Roos-
evelt remarked, “. . . The credit belongs to the man [or
woman] who is actually in the arena.”
